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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes recent work done in the area of longitudinal control of a
platoon of autonomous vehicles. As a prerequisite to controller design, a twelve
state nonlinear model including an internal combustion engine, engine transmission
dynamics, and tire friction characteristics has been developed. Using certain physi-
cal assumptions, we present two simplified models for simulation and controller
design. After outlining the control problem, we propose two platooning strategies
based on spacing or headway criterion. To solve the control requirements, decentral-
ized nonlinear control strategies using throttle angle and brake torque control for a
platoon were developed using a modification of the technique of Sliding Control
and Input-Output Linearization. In our analysis, the quantities of primary concern
are position and velocity tracking errors. Simulation results on multiple vehicle pla-
toons demonstrate excellent tracking using the spacing-based controllers. The use of
headway based controllers produced degraded performance as compared to the
spacing based controllers. The control strategies were implemented experimentally
on the Integrated Platoon Control System (IPCS) during two and four car platoon
testing.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Over the past three decades Intelligent Vehicle Highways Systems (IVHS)

have become a topic of considerable interest. Such systems have been developed as

a safe and efficient means of travel on congested roadways. Recent advances in

technology have facilitated the development of the necessary components of an

IVHS. Computer systems, communication systems, optical systems and sensors

have improved significantly in the areas of speed, accuracy, and repeatability. Given

the breadth of these technological advances the term “IVHS” is one describing a

variety of devices/systems. These systems range from traffic management systems

to control traffic flow, to autonomous vehicular systems. The California Partners for

Advanced Transit and Highways (PATH) has been developing advanced vehicle

control systems (AVCS). These systems control the longitudinal and lateral motions

of all vehicles in a vehicle-follower or platoon system. This report summarizes work
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done in the area of Longitudinal Control as part of the PATH project.

Chapter 2 describes several vehicle models used for simulation and controller

design. The vehicle models are based upon the FORD Lincoln Town Car which is

the experimental vehicle. Firstly, a complex vehicle model of consisting of twelve

states was developed. These states are distributed among the three main vehicle

modules: the engine, transmission, and drivetrain. Several physical assumptions are

made to simplify the mathematical modeling. Using these assumptions three and

four state vehicle models excluding and including tire slip dynamics, respectively,

were developed. Validation studies were then conducted on the resulting four state

vehicle model.

Chapter 3 examines two different IVHS control strategies: spacing control and

headway control. Using the three state simplified model, we present two spacing

controller designs. The control design methodologies known as Sliding Control and

I/O Linearization were chosen for their specific application to nonlinear systems. A

modification of the sliding technique which uses multiple sliding sur$aces  was used

for this application. The resulting control scheme produces both throttle and brake

command signals. The alternative design scheme for a constant-headway controller

is also developed using the multiple surface approach.

In Chapter 4 the controllers based upon the three state model were used to

study a typical tracking maneuver under ideal road conditions and perfect knowl-

edge of the vehicle plant. Simulation results of a platoon of ten vehicles using both

the complex model vehicle as well as the simplified three state vehicle are provided.

The control scheme developed for this application produces two control out-

puts, a throttle and brake command. Chapter 5 addresses the implementation issues
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relevant to these controls. Simulations were used to determine the minimum specifi-

cations for the throttle and brake actuators. A description of the brake system hard-

ware used to generate the control input to the brake actuator is provided. The input-

output characteristic of the total brake system is also documented.

In chapter 6 the development of the experimental platoon system is summa-

rized. The various components of the Integrated Platoon Control System (IPCS) are

described along with the operating environment and the error checking and safety

features. Experimental results using the IPCS for multi-vehicle platoons are also

shown.
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Chapter 2
Vehicle Modeling & Validation

2.1 Complex Vehicle Model

In order to facilitate the development of a longitudinal controller for platoon

purposes a model of a vehicle’s longitudinal dynamics was necessary. The purpose

of this model was twofold. Firstly, a simulation model was needed to accurately

describe the highly nonlinear dynamics of an automobile. It was used to test the var-

ious control schemes before experimental implementation. Thus we can minimize

the number of problems encountered during experimental field testing. Secondly,

the control design technique chosen for the problem requires a knowledge of the

vehicle plant dynamics.

The automotive power-train was partitioned into the following segments: an

engine, a transmission (including a torque converter), a drivetrain (including rubber
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tires), and all other components that can influence the longitudinal performance of

an automobile (such as throttle, fuel control, spark control, EGR system, clutches,

bands, brakes, accessories, etc.).

The mathematical model developed here is based on tabulated data for a 1990

Ford Lincoln Town car. The basic modeling was adopted from a model of a typical

front wheel drive vehicle equipped with a V-6 engine developed by Moskwa and

Hedrick [9] and Cho and Hedrick [4]. The model includes twelve state variables:

four for the engine, two for the transmission, and six for the drivetrain, plus two

time delays associated with the engine.

2.1.1 Engine Model

A continuous four stroke spark ignition engine based on the model developed

by Moskwa and Hedrick [9] is presented below. The four engine state variables are:

the pressure in the intake manifold, the exhaust gas recirculation rate, the engine

speed, and the mass flow rate of fuel entering the combustion chamber. The engine

modelled below is a 5.0 liter V-S engine.

The state equation for the pressure in the intake manifold is given by:

where P, is the manifold pressure, R is the universal gas constant for air, T, is the

manifold temperature, and V, is the intake manifold volume. The mass rate of air

entering the intake manifold is given by:

riZ,i = MAX*TC*PRI (2)
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The parameter MAX is the maximum flow rate corresponding to a fully open throttle

valve. The function TC is the normalized throttle characteristic, a nonlinear function

of the throttle angle a. A piecewise approximation to the function is shown in Fig-

ure 1. The function PRI is a normalized pressure influence function as a function of

the pressure ratio PR = P,/P,,, where P,, is atmospheric pressure. The follow-

ing polynomial approximation may be used instead of the map (see Figure 2):

PRI = -4.9958 PR5 + 5.8832 PR4 - 1.1218 PR3 - 0.6579 PR2

- 0.1278 PR + 1.0104 (3)

The volumetric efficiency, qVOl, is known to have the following functional depen-

dence:

where o, is the engine speed. The mass of air in the intake manifold, m,, is calcu-

lated from the ideal gas law

Mair vmm, =
R Ll

pnl (4)

where Mair is the molecular weight of air.

The second state variable, associated with the intake manifold, is the mass

flow rate of exhaust gas out of the intake manifold.

. .
m egro = c ‘~vol  me (megri  - hegro) K&ec2 (5)

where C% esri is the exhaust gas recirculation rate into the intake manifold.

The third state variable is associated with the fueling rate of the engine. For the

sequential-fire port fuel injection system modelled  here the state equation is:

Zf kifj + ?+lfj = Aft (6)
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where liZ, is the actual fuel rate entering the combustion chamber and kfc is the

command fuel rate.

1
o Actual Data / I

0.9
t

,- Piecewise Continuous  Fit

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Throttle Angle (Degrees)

Figure 1: Normalized Throttle Characteristic

1, o Actual Data
: Curve Fit

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Pressure Ratio, PdF’atm

Figure 2: Normalized Pressure Influence Function

The final state variable, associated with torque production, is the engine speed.
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It is modelled by:

Je Cue = Ti - Tf - Tp (7)

where J, is the effective inertia of the engine and torque converter, Tj is the indi-

cated engine torque, Tf is the engine friction torque, and T, is the torque converter

pump torque. The engine torque production is modelled  as a continuous time phe-

nomenon.

Ti = ct hao(t - Atid AFl(t - Atit) SZ(t  - A&)
me@ - Atit)

(8)

The constant ct is the maximum torque capability of an engine for a given air mass,

engine speed, AFI = 1, and SI = 1. The mass flow rate of air entering the combus-

tion chamber is modelled as:

mao = cl rlvol ma Oe (9)

The function AFZ is the normalized air influence function, a nonlinear function of

the air to fuel ratio (A/F). The function S1 is the normalized spark influence func-

tion, a nonlinear function of spark advance from MBT (minimum spark advance for

best torque). The time delays associated with the cyclic nature of the engine are At it

and At,,, the intake- to-torque, and spark-to-torque production delays, respectively.

The engine friction torque is known to have the following dependence:

In summary, the engine has four state variables (P, , riz egro, &fi, and CO &

three controls (a, A/F, and SA), and two time delays A tit and A tsf . The parameters

for the given engine are given in Table 1.
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2.1.2. Transmission Model

2.1.2.1. Torque Converter

The transmission modelled  below is an automatic transmission. Therefore

included in the modeling are a torque converter, transmission mechanicals, and gear

shift capabilities. The torque converter model can be patterned after the nonlinear

input-output model developed by Kotwicki (1982). The functional dependencies of

the turbine and pump torques are given by:

Tpump = Cl w; + c2 cop cot + c3 w; (114

T turb = c4 co; + cg cop at + c(j 0: (lib)

where c 1 ,.,. , cg are constant terms. During the high torque transfer phase (converter

mode i.e. CII~/LU~ < 0.9) the two torque equations are independent. During fluid

coupling mode (o,/tnp > 0.9) the two torques are equal and have the following

functional dependence.

TPwnP = Tturb = c7 0; + cg cop cot + c9 63; (12)

2.1.2.2. Transmission Mechanicals

The transmission mechanicals consist of two interconnected planetary gears

and a final drive unit (a single planetary gear). The output of the torque converter

(turbine speed) functions as the input to two interconnected planetary gears. The

final drive output is connected directly to the driveshaft of the vehicle.

During operation of the transmission in gear there is only one independent

state variable, the angular velocity of the turbine. The state equation is:
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J&I, = T, - R, Rd T, (13)

where J, is the rotational inertia, R, is the gear ratio (speed

reduction/multiplication) of the respective gear (i.e. g=l, 2, 3,4) and Rd is the final

drive gear ratio. The other state variable, the angular velocity of the reaction carrier

(input to final drive unit) is given by:

bcr = 61~ R, (14)

In summary, the transmission has two state variables and no controls. Tabu-

lated values of transmission parameters for a typical automatic transmission

equipped with a torque converter are given in Table 1.

2.1.3. Drivetrain Model

The drivetrain model was developed using the bicycle model shown in Figure

3. Included in the model are axle shafts, rubber tires, wheel inertias, and a braking

system.

R xf -0 O - R xr

t

R xf

F-f Ftf

R

Ftr

Front Driven Wheel Rear Driving Wheel

Figure 3: Freebody Diagram of Vehicle Motion
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The first drivetrain state variable is the axle shaft torque. The equation of

motion is:

ri-s = K, (Rg Rd mt - %v-) (15)

where K, is the left and right axle shaft stiffness combined, and ci),,. is the angular

velocity of the front wheel.

The state equation for the front wheel is modelled by:

Jwf kg = -hf Ftf + hf Frf - &f Nf - Tbf

and for the rear wheel by:

(16)

Jwrhvr = Ts - hr Ftr + hr Frr - Er Nr - Tbr (17)

where J,f and J,, are the front and rear wheel inertias, respectively, hf and h, are

the static ground to axle heights of the front and rear wheels, respectively, F,f and

F,, are the constant rolling resistances of the front and rear tires respectively, Nf

and N, are the normal loads on the front and rear wheels, respectively, and Tbf and

Tb,. are the front and rear brake torques, respectively. The torque hf F,f is equal in

magnitude to &f Nf Therefore the contribution of these torques to the equation of

motion is negated. A similar relation holds for the rear wheel state. The modified

front and rear wheel states are:

Jwf 6vf = -hf Ftf - Tbf (18)

Jw&w = Ts - hr Ftr  - Tbr (19)

The state variable for the longitudinal motion of the vehicle is:

M i, = Ftf + F, - C, V2 - F,.f - F, WV

where  C, is a constant incorporating the aerodynamic drag coefficient
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( C ,  = (l/2) p A  C , ) .

The tractive/braking  forces F,f and Ft,. result from the deformation of the tire

at the tire-ground contact patch. This phenomenon, known as tire slip, is described

in detail by Wong (1978). Since tire slip is defined to be a positive quantity, tire slip

for a driving torque is given by

Vid = 1 - -
h 0,

and for a braking torque by

h 0,ib = 1 - -
V

(214

@lb)

where h is the static ground to axle height, pi), is the angular velocity of the wheel,

and V is the vehicle velocity. For small values of tire slip, the tractive/braking  force

varies linearly with tire slip.

The final two states are the brake torques on the front and rear wheels (left and

right sides combined). The brake torques are largely dependent on the braking sys-

tem. Also, the front to rear brake pressure distribution may be vehicle dependent,

especially on those vehicles with anti-lock brakes, traction control systems, etc. The

front and rear brake systems on the FORD Lincoln Town Cars are disc types and

drum types, respectively (see Figures 4 and 5). The brake torques were modelled

with a first order lag expression.

zb,v Tbf + Tbf = Tbf ,cmd = Kbf pbf

‘I: b,v Tbr + Tbr = Tbr,cind = Kbr Pbr

(22)

(23)

where 2b,V is the vehicle brake system time constant, Kbf is a constant of propor-

tionality between the brake line pressure and the brake torque at the front wheels
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(left and right sides combined) and K b,. is the rear brake proportionality constant.

These proportionality constants can be determined from the geometry of the brake

system and experimental testing. The pressure distribution is assumed to be evenly

split between the front and rear (i.e. Pbf = Pbr = Pb).

In summary, the drivetrain has six state variables (T,, oWf, and oWI, V, Tbf,

and Tbr) and one control, Pb. Tabulated values of relevant drivetrain parameters are

given for a typical front wheel drive vehicle in Table 1.
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a 1-1 I
Bnkincdisk

f

Figure 4: An automotive disk brake (Adopted from Shigley [lo])

Figure 5: An automotive drum brake (Adopted from White [ 131)
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Table 1: Powertrain Parameters
(All units are in MKS system)

V, = engine displacement
v, = intake manifold volume

= engine torque constant
>’ = engine & torque converter inertia
$AX = max flow rate into intake

manifold
A tit = intake to torque production delay
Atst = spark to torque production delay
z
d

= fuel delivery time constant
1 = first gear speed reduction ratio

R2 = second gear speed reduction ratio
R3 = third gear speed reduction ratio
R4 = fourth gear speed reduction ratio
Rd = final drive speed reduction ratio
J = effective turbine inertia, 1 “gear
J:: = effective turbine inertia,2”ddgear
Jt3 = effective turbine inertia,3’ gear
J t4 = effective turbine inertia,4’hgear
J = inertia of front wheel
J

wf
= inertia of rear wheel

hfwr= static axle to ground height
of front wheel

h ,. = static axle to ground height
of rear wheel

M = vehicle mass
K, = shaft stiffness
F = front tire rolling resistance
Fz{ = rear tire rolling resistance
C, = aerodynamic drag coefficient
Kf(i) = tire slip proportionality,

front (both sides combined)
K, ( i) = tire slip proportionality,

rear (both sides combined)
‘I: b,v = Vehicle brake torque time constant
Tb,t = Total system brake torque time constant
Kbf = Front Brake torque proportionality constant
Kbr = Rear Brake torque proportionality constant

0.0049 m3
0.00447 m3
1018686 Nm/kg
0.2630 kg m2

0.684 kg/s
5.48/o,
1.30/o,
0.05 set
0.4167
0.6817
1.0
1.4993
0.3058
0.08202 kg m2
0.07592 kg m2
0.11388 kg m2
0.13150 kg m2
2.565 kg m2
2.565 kg m2

0.33 m

0.33 m
2148 kg
6742 Nm/rad
86.16 N
81.11 N
0.53384 Kg/m

83,710 N

79,070 N
0.1 set
0.25 set
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2.2. Three State Vehicle Model

In this section we describe a three state vehicle model used for controller

design. In this development we make the following assumptions:

(1) time delays associated with power generation in the engine are negligible

(2) the torque converter is locked

(3) no torsion of the drive axle

(4) no slip at the wheels

The states are :

(1) Mass of air in the manifold (m,)

(2) Engine speed (0,)

(3) Brake torque (Tbr)

(4) Vehicle speed (V)

A free body diagram depicting this simplified model is shown below.

R xf-a
cd

R xr

R xf

Frf

Front Driven Wheel

R xr

Frr

Rear Driving Wheel

Figure 6: Simplified Freebody Diagram of Vehicle Motion
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With these assumptions, the flow of air in the intake manifold is governed by

the continuity equation:

ma = rizai  - liza (24)

where ziz,i and Ano are the mass flow rates into and out of the intake manifold,

respectively. The form of the empirical relationships for these rates are:

mai = MAX TC(a) PRZ (25)

mao = c1 qvol ma we (26)

where the parameter MAX is the maximum flow rate corresponding to a fully open

throttle valve. The function TC is the normalized throttle characteristic, a nonlinear

function of the throttle angle a. The function PRZ is the normalized pressure influ-

ence function which is a nonlinear function of the pressure ratio PR = Pm/Patm,

where Pat,,, is atmospheric pressure. Using the ideal gas law, the manifold pressure,

P,, is calculated by

pm =
R L

MairVrn ma
(27)

where Mair is the molecular weight of air.

The rotational dynamics of the engine is given by:

J,* be = Tnet(ae,  Pm>  - Load

where Tnet is the net engine torque defined as the difference between the combus-

tion torque and the torque due to friction and other losses. It is empirically known to

be a nonlinear function of the engine speed and the manifold pressure. Tload is the

effective load torque on the engine. Under the assumptions stated above the vehicle

velocity and the engine speed are related by the relation:
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v=hR;o e (29)

where h the effective tire radius and Ri is a variable that depends on the vehicle

transmission gear ratio. Consequently the term J,* is an effective engine inertia

which includes the engine, torque converter, driveshaft, tire and vehicle inertias. Its

functional form is therefore:

J; = J, + Jt,g -t Ri2 (Jwf + J,, + A 4  h2 > (30)

where J, is the engine and torque converter inertia, Jt,g is the transmission inertia

in gear g, J,f and J,, are the combined inertias of both front and rear wheels,

respectively, and A4 is the vehicle mass. Included in the expression for the load

torque are all the longitudinal dynamics terms (i.e. drag, rolling resistance).

T load = Rg  cTbf • I -  Tbr + Ca Ri2 h3 6JZ -I- h Fr-,totaZ) (31)

where Tbf and Tb,. are the front and rear brake torques, respectively, C, is a “drag

coefficient” (see section 2.1.3), and F r, total is the total rolling resistance.

The final state is the combined brake torque, Tb. Since the brake model is lin-

ear and the time constant for the front and rear brake torques is assumed to be same,

the two states can be lumped together. The combined dynamics are given by:

Tb,v Tb + Tb = Tb,crnd  = Kb Pb (32)

where and zb,” is the brake system time constant, and Kb = Kbf + Kbr is the total

brake torque constant of proportionality (see section 2.1)

2.3. Four State Vehicle Model

In order to more accurately model the vehicle dynamics, as compared to the

model discussed in section 2.2, we developed a four state vehicle model. In this
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development we relax assumption (4) of the previous section. This allows for the

inclusion of tire dynamics. These dynamics are particularly important during low

velocities and/or high accelerations.

The first state, the mass flow rate of into the intake manifold, remains unaf-

fected by the relaxed assumption. The state equation and auxiliary equations are

therefore given by the equations

ma = m,i - mao

rizai = MAX TC(a) PRI

riz,, = c1 Vvo1 ma we

The rotational dynamics for the engine is given by :

(33)

(34)

(35)

J; cbe = Tnet  (0, ,f’rn>  - Load (36)
where T,,, is the net engine torque, a nonlinear function of engine speed and pres-

sure in the manifold obtained from the steady state engine maps. Jk is the effective

inertia of the engine. The load torque Tload is given by:

T load = R; ( Tbr + h&r > (37)
where Ri is the effective gear ratio from the wheel to the engine and h is the effec-

tive tire radius. The tractive force F, is modelled  by the following relation:

F, = K, sat(U0.15)
where K, is the longitudinal tire stiffness and the slip i is given by

(38)

i = I-v/(R,* h o,)
The longitudinal equation for the vehicle is given by :

(39)

A4c = F, - Cav2-Ff (40)
where c, is the drag coefficient, Ff is the force due to rolling resistance, and it4 is

the effective mass of the vehicle.

The remaining state, the brake torque, remains unchanged by the relaxed
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assumption.

‘tb,v Tb + Tb = & = Kb Pb

22

(41)

2.4. Model Validation

The four state model was partially validated by putting in the same throttle

angle to the simulated plant and the actual plant and comparing the velocities of

both. Two tests were performed : 1) Constant speed test and 2) Gentle Maneuver

test. The respective plots are shown below. It can be seen that the model closely

approximates the real plant.

30

28 -

26-

^.

Figure 7: Constant Speed Validation Test
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Figure 8: Gentle Maneuver Validation Test
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Chapter 3
Platoon Control Algorithms for IVHS

This section presents longitudinal control laws for IVHS based on the three

state simplified vehicle model described in sections 2.2. Using spacing and head-

way as our inter-vehicle criteria, we have investigated several nonlinear control

techniques. In section 3.1 we employ the techniques of sliding controls and I/O Lin-

earization to develop spacing controllers. We conclude with a sliding controller for

constant-headway IVHS.

3.1. Three State Longitudinal Controller Design

Consider a platoon of N vehicles traveling on a straight lane of highway. Let

the i “’ car behind the lead vehicle be denoted as the it’ car in the platoon. Let xl, v l,

al denote the position, velocity and acceleration respectively of the lead car. Let xi,

vi, ai be the position, velocity, and acceleration respectively of the it’ car. Let Ai

be the distance the i th car wants to keep from the i - 1 st car. The spacing error for
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the it’ vehicle E i is given by (see Figure 9):

i i - l

25

Figure 9: Schematic of the longitudinal platoon control task

Ei = At(t) - Ai (42)
Ai = xi-1 - xi - Zi-t (43)

It is assumed that the lead vehicle was traveling at a constant speed v 1 (OJ before

making a maneuver. It is also assumed that it reaches a constant speed VI ( tf) after

a finite time tf. Let wl (t) = VI (t) - vl (OJ.

The following are the control objectives:

(1) Each vehicle closed loop system should be asymptotically stable.

(2) The effect of the lead vehicle’s velocity change on the spacing error of the first

vehicle should be as small as possible. It is also required that all the spacing errors,

resulting from any lead vehicle maneuver, go to zero asymptotically.

(3) Furthermore, to avoid amplification of spacing errors, it is required that the

spacing errors decrease down the platoon.

It is assumed that the following measurements are accessible :

-
For simplicity we will consider the vehicles to be point masses. Consequently, the distance 1 i _ 1
is zero and will be omitted from the following discussions.
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(1) Engine speed.

(2) Pressure in the manifold.

(3) Range and closing rate to the preceding vehicle.

(4) Preceding vehicle’s acceleration.

(5) Lead vehicle’s velocity and acceleration.

3.1.1. Sliding Controller Design

One design methodology to achieve the above objectives was to use Sliding

Controls. This is a robust design technique that compensates for nonlinearities in

the vehicle plant. In particular we use a multiple surface technique [6,7,8]. Follow-

ing the control formulation by Hedrick, McMahon, Narendran, and Swaroop [7]

with lead vehicle feedforward information, we define:

Sli = ki + 41 Ei + q2 J Ei dt + q3 (Vi-Vlead)
to

Differentiating (assuming Af = constant), we define

(44)

(45)

Following the multiple surface approach, we define a synthetic control,

be,d =
ai-i - 41 Ei - q2 &i - Al sli + q3 alead

(1 + qd R; h
(46)

Substituting into equation 27 yields the desired net torque:

Tnet,d = J;be,d + RB (Tbr + Tbf) + R,*h Ff,total  + Ca Ri3 h3 O: (47)

Using a table look-up procedure with data from steady state engine maps, the
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desired mass of air in the intake manifold, ma,d can be calculated. We now define

the second surface as:

S2i E ma - ma,d

Following the sliding control formulation and using equation 23 we have:

s2i = mai - ma0 - ha,d G -h2 s2i

Substituting for m ai we can solve for the desired throttle characteristic,

(48)

(49)

TCi,d(a) = (haa + ma,d - h2 S2i) / (MAX PRI) (50)

The desired throttle control angle is determined by simply inverting the throttle

characteristic. A negative desired throttle angle is used as the criterion for when to

use the brakes for control.

For the case of longitudinal control using brake pressure, we use equations 28

and 3 1 to solve for a desired brake torque.

T
Tb,d  =

net - h R;(CaR;‘h2w: + Ff,tOtal)  - J&d

R$
(51)

Next, we define

s3i E Tb,i - Tb,d (52)

Setting Ssi = -h3i S3i we can solve for

Tb,c = zb ( fb,d  - h3i S3i) + Tb,i (53)

The commanded brake pressure can be calculated by simply dividing by the con-

stant, Kb (see equation 32).
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3.1.2. I/O Linearization Controller Design

In order to accomplish the above mentioned objectives an approach utilizing

Input-Output Linearization was developed. I/O Linearization also compensates for

the non-linearities in the plant and hence, it is well suited for this problem.

The desired output in the I/O Linearization formulation is the position of the

i ” vehicle.

Differentiating,
Yl =xi (54)

jl =ii
j;, + = R; h (  Tnet - RTb,. - $)/J,*

(55)

(56)
where

$ = R;(hFf + c, Ri2 h3&

The desired net engine torque Tnd from the engine is chosen to be

(57)

Tnd = R; Tb,. + @ + Jui/R; h (58)
If we need to brake, the desired brake torque Tbd is given by

Tbd = (Tnet - $)/Ri - JUi/Ri2 h

With these choices of torques, the plant dynamics now becomes :

(59)

. .
Xi = Ui (60)

where Ui, a synthetic input, is chosen to accomplish the desired objectives. The

desired mass of air in the manifold (mad) is interpolated from the steady state

engine maps knowing ma and 0,. Synthetic outputs ma and Tbr are defined and it

is desired that ma and Tb,. track mad and Tbd respectively so that the desired net

torque to place the vehicle at the correct position is obtained.
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Y 2  = ma

j, = riz, = MAXTC(a)PRl(ma)  - riz,,

The desired throttle angle (ad)is chosen such that

(61)

(62)

TC(ad)  = (ha, - A2 (ma - mad) + md)/(MAX PRZ(m,))

where Aad is obtained from numerical differencing.
(63)

The constant h2 is chosen to be less than the bandwidth of the throttle actua-

tor. If ad < au, the braking should occur. In this case,

Y 3  = Tb (64)
j’, = i-b = (Tbc - Tb)/Tb (65)

Choose Tbc such that

Tbc = Tb + zb (‘Tbd - x3 (Tb - Tbd)) (66)

As in the previous case, Tbd is obtained by numerical differencing. h3 is chosen to

be less than the bandwidth of the brake actuator.

Consider the most general form of the control law given by :

Ui = -k, Ei - k, ii + ka ii-1 + kl (vi-1 (t) - vi-1 (0 ))-
- cp (xi - ~1 + O) - C, (Vi - vl) + kl al i =2,3,4 ,..... (67)

Ul = -(kp + cp) cl - (k, + ~“1 El + (ka + kl) al

- kl (~1 (t> - VI (OJ (68)

where the constants k,, k,, k,, kl, kl, cP, c, are to be determined. The transfer

functions relating the spacing error of the first vehicle (pi) to the lead vehicle veloc-

ity deviation (WI) and the spacing error of the it’vehicle to that of the i - 1 St vehicle

are as follows:

212 (s) = 7 (s) =
(k, + kl - 1)s + kl

(69)
Wl s2 + (k, + c, )s + (kp + cp )
A

i (s) = -cc (s) =
k, s2 + (k, + kl) s + k,

iti- s2 + (k, + c, )s + (kp + cp )
(70)
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Reiterating the control objectives, (1) For closed loop stability, the characteris-

tic polynomial should be Hurwitz, i.e

k, + c, > 0 ; k, + cp > 0 (71)
(2) The effect of lead vehicle’s velocity change on the spacing error of the first vehi-

cle should be as small as possible at all frequencies. Since it is required that the

spacing error of all vehicles go to zero asymptotically, kl = 0. With this choice of

k 1, the two transfer functions are given by

i (8) =
(k, + kl - 1 ) s

s2 + (k, + c, )s + (kp + cp )
(72)

i (s) =
k, s2 + k, s + k,

s2 + (k, + c, )s + (kp + cp )
(73)

(3) A necessary condition for avoiding spacing error amplification is that

l^h (jo)l<l  at all frequencies. At this point, it is apparent that the reduction in

1% ( jo) [ at low frequencies is aided by lead vehicle’s position feedback, at middle

frequencies by lead vehicle’s velocity feedback and at high frequencies by lead

vehicle’s acceleration feedback. Having no lead vehicle’s position feedback is

equivalent to setting cP to zero. The two transfer functions are :

ii (s) =
(k, + kl - 1 ) s

s2 + (k, + c, )s + k,

ii (s) =
k, s2 + k, s + k,

s2 + (k, + c, )s + k,

For l^h ( jo) I< 1 the following condition has to be satisfied:

(74)

(75)

c&k; +2k,(l -k,) -k, (76)

By setting k, + kl = 1, i (s) is made equal to zero. It is also necessary to

ensure that the spacing error dynamics is much slower than the dynamics of the
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synthetic output. In order to achieve the performance objectives, the above con-

straints have to be satisfied. The resulting control laws are:

Ui = -k, tzi - k, Ei + k, j;,-l - c, (vi - vl) + kl al i =2,3,4 ,..... (77)
Ul = -(kp + cp)&l -(k, + cv)il +(ka + k&q -kl(vl(t) - ~1 (OJKW

The frequency response plot of i ( jo) is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 1Oa: Magnitude plot for i ( jo).
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Figure lob: Phase plot for i ( jo).
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3.1.3. Controller Equivalence Conditions

Since the method of Sliding Controls is a special case of II0 Linearization

there exist equivalence relations between the control laws presented in sections

3.1.1  and 3.1.2. The synthetic control in the sliding control formulation was given

by the equation 46:

be,d =
ai-i - 41 Ei - q2 Ei - xl sli + q3 alead

(1 + qd h R;
(79)

The corresponding control input for the I/O Linearization technique was given by

the equation:

ui = ai,des = cue h R;

= -k,Ei - kybi + kaXi-l-C,(Vi - Vl) + klal i=2,3,4,.(80)

By substituting for S 1 i with q 2 = 0 (no integral action) the control input (equation

79) reduces to:

1 q3 4 1  +I1

1 + cl3
aj-1 +

1 + q3
a1 -

1 + q3
ki

Al 4 1 Al q3

1 + 43
El - - (Vi

l+qs
- Vl) (81)

comparing coefficients for 0 e ,des we obtain the following five equivalence and two

constraint equations, respectively:

k,= ’
1 + q3

kl = q3
1 + q3

k
V

= Xl + 41

1 + q3

k, = Al 4 1

1 + q3

(82)

(83)

(84)

(85)
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Al q3
c, =

1 + q3

k, + kl = 1
hl k, + c, = hl

(86)

(87)
(88)

3.2. Headway Longitudinal Controller Design

In this section, a control law for maintaining constant headway is developed

using a two-surface sliding scheme. The control law is based on the three state

model. The three states are:

(1) Mass of air in the manifold (ma).

(2) Engine speed (we).

(3) Brake Torque (Tbr).

The following are the equations upon which the controller is based.

’ma =  M A X  TC(a) PRZ(ma)  - liza, Wa>

CUe = (Tnet (ae,ma> - TlYJ% @W
J,* = J, + J,,, f Ri2 (Mh2 + 2*J,) (89~)

Tb = (Tbc - Tb)/Tb WW

T lOad = R(TI, + hFf + CaR2h3,;) We>

Consider a platoon of N vehicles traveling on a straight lane of highway. Let

the i ” car behind the lead vehicle be denoted as the it’ car in the platoon. Let xl, v 1,

al, denote the position, velocity and acceleration of the lead vehicle respectively

and let xi, vi, a i respectively denote the position, velocity and acceleration of the

it’ vehicle. Let h ,,, be the headway time to be maintained and Li be the safe separa-

tion. Then, define 6i as

6i = Xi-1 - Xi - Li

Ei = 6i - h,ii
(90)
(91)
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Define the first surface S 1 as

Sl = Ej (92)
Sl = iii - hwii = hi - h,R,L h(Tnet - Ri Tb - @1)/J,* = -hlSl ( 9 3 )

whence, the desired net engine torque Tnd is given by

where
Tnd = R;Tb + (q + J, q/R;h (94)

Ul = (Si + hlSl)/h, (95)

Once Tnd is calculated, desired mass of air in the manifold inad is found by interpo-

lation from the steady state engine maps.

s2 = ma - mad
s, = riz, - rn& = -h&

TC(ad)  = (ha, + had - hzSz)/MAX PRI(m,)

(96)

(97)

(98)

where had is obtained by numerical differentiation of mad and cxd is found from the

tables by interpolation knowing TC. If ad < au, then braking should occur. The

desired braking torque Tbd is given by

Tbd = (Tnet - $1 - Jul/Rg* h)/Ri

Define another surface S3 as

s3 = Tb - Tbd

s3 = Tb - Tbd = -h3S3

Tbc = Tb + Tb(+bd - h,s,)

(100)
(101)
(102)

In this controller design it is important to note that:

(99)

(1) The spacing errors Ei are completely independent from one another since

ki + Xl&j = 0.
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(2) For maintaining a spacing of 12 meters at 25 m/s, the headway time required is

0.2 seconds. Typical values of load torque and other relevant parameters are :

R; h = 0.1
J;/R; h = 220.0

$1 = R; h(Ff + Cav2) = O.l( 167 + 0.5~25~) = 50.0

Tnd = 50.0 + 220 (iii + hlS1) /h, (103)

With the spacing control law, the net torque is given by

Tnd = 50 + 220 (21 + ?i-1 f Ei + Ei + 3(Vi - Vl)) / 2 (104)

For an initial velocity error of 0.1 m/s for a 2-car platoon, the net desired

engine torque is around 160 Nm, while only 90Nm is required for the spacing con-

trol law. As this error increases, the difference in torque required increases. From

the control law, the effort required is inversely proportional to the headway.
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Chapter 4
Longitudinal Platoon Control - Simula-
tion Results

4.1. Complex Vehicle Model: Spacing Control

In this section we present simulation results for a four car platoon of 1990 Ford

Lincoln Town Cars under closed loop control. The mathematical representations of

the vehicles are given by the twelve state model described in section 2.1. Results

presented in this section are obtained using the multi-surface sliding controller out-

lined in section 3.1.1. The maneuver illustrated here is a typical acceleration profile

from one constant cruise velocity to another.

Figure 1 la shows that the velocity tracking is very acceptable producing spac-

ing errors of less than 2 cm. As designed the spacing error is not amplified as the

vehicle number in the platoon increases.
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Figure 1 la: Four car platoon simulation results for complex

vehicle model: vehicle velocities
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Figure 1 lb: Four car platoon simulation results for complex

vehicle model: spacing error
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Figure 1 lc: Four car platoon simulation results for complex
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vehicle model: throtlle control signals
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4.2. Four State Vehicle Model: Spacing Control

The simulation results presented in this section are for a ten (10) car platoon (a

lead vehicle and nine following vehicles). The lead vehicle velocity profile is a

specified function of time. The simulated vehicles are the four-state simplified

mathematical representations of the experimental 1990 Ford Lincoln Town cars (see

section 2.2.3). All nine trailing vehicles are under closed loop control using the I/O

linearization algorithm presented in section 3.1.2. The control update time is 53 mil-

liseconds. Lead vehicle velocity and acceleration information is assumed to be com-

municated every 53 milliseconds. The gains chosen are k, = 1, k, = 0.5,

CV = 1.5, k, = kl = 0.5. These were based upon the control design criteria given

by equations 71 and 76.

Figures 12a, b, c show results for the typical maneuver described above.

Velocity tracking is quite good throughout the entire maneuver. It is important to

note that the spacing error between consecutive vehicles decreases as the vehicle

number in the platoon increases. The control law has successfully eliminated the

problem of spacing error amplification in platoons.
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Figure 12: Ten car platoon simulation results for reduced order model
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4.3. Three State Vehicle Model: Headway Control

Simulations were performed for a lo-car platoon using the constant headway

and constant spacing control laws. In both the cases, the lead car was made to per-

form the same gentle maneuver. h t = 5.0, h2 = 40.0 and hs = 2.5 were cho-

sen for these simulations.

Test 1:

All the cars in the platoon start with zero errors in initial conditions. Simulation

results for the platoon under spacing and headway control are shown in Figures 13

& 14, respectively. It can be seen that the net engine torque required is considerably

higher in the constant headway control case and consequently, the throttle angles are

higher.

Test 2:

Only the first car has an initial spacing error of 0.6m. Results of simulation are illus-

trated in Figures 15 & 16 Examining the acceleration plots, the ride quality for the

constant headway platoon seems to degrade significantly with increasing vehicle

number in the platoon, as compared to the spacing based controller.
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Figure 13: Ten car platoon simulation results using spacing-based

controller - Zero initial conditions.
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Figure 14: Ten car platoon simulation results using headway-based

controller - Zero initial conditions.
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controller - Non-zero initial conditions.
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Figure 16: Ten car platoon simulation results using headway-based

controller - Non-zero initial conditions.
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Chapter 5
Implementation Issues

In the process of developing the vehicle follower control system it was neces-

sary to address several implementation concerns. Among these issues are computer

speed and memory, specifications of the data acquisition system, actuator specifica-

tions, sensor accuracy and precision, and communication system reliability and

speed. This section will only address the issues related to the actuators. The two

actuators used in longitudinal control are connected to the throttle and brake system.

5.1. Actuator Specifications

The actuator specification tests were divided into two categories, open loop

and closed loop. Open loop tests were used to determine the minimal required throt-

tle saturation rate and the minimal brake actuator bandwidth for acceptable vehicle

response. Closed loop tests were used to evaluate the minimal required throttle
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actuator bandwidth and the minimal brake actuator saturation rate. All results were

determined using a typical V-6 front wheel drive simulation model.

The time responses used to determine the minimal throttle saturation rate were

the throttle step response (see Figure 17) and the spacing deviation from the lead

vehicle (see Figure 18). Minimum rise time of the throttle response and minimum

spacing deviation were the selected performance criteria. The required throttle rate

was selected to be > 400 degrees/set.  There was no significant improvement in-

either response beyond this point.

The time response of the distance between two successive vehicles was used

for the throttle bandwidth studies. (see Figure 19). Using minimum deviation from

a desired spacing distance as our performance measure, the minimal required throt-

tle actuator bandwidth was selected to be 10Hz. There was no marked improvement

beyond the selected 10Hz bandwidth.

A step input in commanded brake pressure was chosen to evaluate the brake

actuator bandwidth and saturation rate requirements. The responses of interest for

these performance tests were those of the vehicle velocity and vehicle acceleration.

A 5Hz bandwidth was determined to be the minimal required bandwidth (see Figure

20 & 21). A value of (Maximum Torque)/O.lsec was determined to be acceptable

(see Figures 22 & 23). In all cases, there was no significant improvement in the

system responses beyond the selected specifications.
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Figure 17: Open loop throttle step response tests for various

saturation rates (Randwidth 1OOHz)
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Figure 18: Spacing deviation from lead vehicle for various throttle

saturation rates (Bandwidth 100hz)
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Figure 22: Vehicle velocity during a platoon maneuver for various brake

actuator saturation rates (Bandwidth 5Hz)
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Figure 23: Vehicle acceleration during a platoon maneuver for various

brake actuator saturation rates (Bandwidth 5Hz)

5.2. Brake Actuator Control and Testing

A pulse-width-modulation scheme was chosen to control the pneumatic brake

actuator. This method was selected since the easiest computer signal to produce is a

binary one and the most efficient way to modulate power is with amplifiers that are

full on or full off.

The period chosen for the PWM signal was looms. This 1OHz signal was high

enough in frequency that the brake line pressure did not have time to respond to the

rapid on-off changes, consequently reflecting the average power level over many

cycles. A PWM signal frequency higher than 1OHz would have been so fast that for

small duty cycles the pneumatic actuator could not respond in time. The minimal
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duration for a high pulse to be effective was approximately 15-20ms.

A hardware solution to the problem of creating the necessary PWM signal was

chosen. A schematic of the brake actuator control circuit is shown below. The cir-

cuit accepts an analog voltage between OV and 5V and produces the corresponding

duty cycle. However, the 0% duty cycle and 100% duty cycle correspond to 1V and

4V, respectively. The PWM frequency is specified by the choice of resistors and

capacitors. This was a first generation design intended for preliminary testing. Fea-

tures to account for temperature variations and changes in component values over

time were not considered at this time.

470KR
v c c

Input Signal
( o - 5 v )

9 6

/ 8 7----(II

>
120KR 1KR :=- 3.3KR

PWM -:
output II
Signal

Figure 24: Schematic of brake system interface circuit.
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The input-output relationship between voltage and brake line pressure was

found to be nonlinear. A curve fit equation to the experimental data for input volt-

age (V) vs brake line pressure (Pb) is given by (see Figure 25):

V = 1.2214 P; + 2.9176 Pb + 0.7677 (105)

where V is given in units of volts and Pb is given in units of psig * 10m3.

0
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2.5 -
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Brake Pressure (psig)

Figure 25: Brake circuit input voltage vs. brake pressure

The brake system, consisting of the vehicle brake system and pneumatic actua-

tor, can be modelled with a nonlinear block, a normalizing block, and a first order

lag block (see Figure 26). The input to the system is a commanded brake pressure.

The output is the vehicle brake pressure. The time constant associated with the

brake system is Zb,t = 0.25sec.  The brake torque is obtained by simply multiplying
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the brake pressure by Kb, the brake torque proportionality constant.

p -v
cmd V P Pmax brake-

Figure 26: Block diagram of brake system model

Using the above model for the actual brake system it can be shown that the

current system is too slow to meet the tracking requirements for the vehicle follow-

ing problem. Also, experimental testing indicates that the brake system is subject to

a load dependent vacuum boost. This additional variable posses an added difficulty

in accurate control of the brake pressure. Due to the inadequecy of the system it will

be replaced by a hydraulic brake system.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Platoon Development

6.1. Integrated Platoon Control System (IPCS)

The Integrated Platoon Control System (IPCS) is described in detail by KS.

Chang, et a1.[3]. The IPCS consists of the following components (see Figure 27):

(1) 80386 based personal computers

(2) radar distance sensors manufactured by VORAD Safety Systems, Inc.

(3) digital radio transceivers and communication interface boards

(4) data acquisition boards

(5) Sensors: speed, acceleration, throttle angle, brake pressure, engine

speed, intake manifold pressure and temperature

(6) throttle and brake actuators

(7) data storage systems
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The VORAD radar antennas are mounted at the centers of the front grilles of

the three Ford Lincoln Town Cars. They are used to measure the distance and clos-

ing rate between a vehicle and the vehicle preceding it.

The communication is performed using a radio link through spread-spectrum

digital transceivers. Each of the transceivers is controlled by a communication inter-

face board installed in the on-board computer. Radio communication is accom-

plished via two cellular phone type coaxial antennas. The communication format is

based upon a token passing scheme. The lead vehicle transmits its time clock, vehi-

cle speed and acceleration to the second vehicle. The latter receives this data and

transmits it along with its velocity and acceleration to the next vehicle. This process

it repeated throughout the platoon. Each trailing vehicle uses its information to cal-

culate the throttle and brake command signals.

The IPCS uses the modified sliding control algorithm described in section 2. In

the two car platoon, the controller in the following car uses eleven measurements

(see items 2 & 5 above) in addition to the measurements transmitted from the pre-

ceding vehicle. The actuation signals calculated by the algorithm command the

throttle and brake actuators via the data acquisition board. During these tests only

throttle control was used.

All the measurements are input to the data acquisition board to be processed

for the control inputs. The nine signals are sampled every 53 ms using the channel

scanning method. In synchronization with sampling, the control loop is iterated

every 53 ms.
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Figure 27: Overall System Configuration

6.2. The Operating Environment

The real-time operating system VRTX-PC was chosen as the host environment

for the IPCS . Within the IPCS the following tasks were performed: control law

calculation, communication, data acquisition, data transfer, data storage, error han-

dling, and user interfacing. Although VRTX-PC allows tasks to run under different

priorities and with various scheduling policies (multitasking) these features were
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not utilized at that time. All tasks were given equal priority and accomplished

sequentially in 53m.s. Only the screen display features of VRTX were used.

6.3. IPCS Experimental Results

6.3.1. Two Car Testing

For this first phase of testing only two cars were used. The lead car was driven

manually while the following vehicle was under automatic longitudinal control. The

test driver in the following vehicle was responsible for lateral control. In the two car

platoon, the lead vehicle is always in transmitting mode while the following vehicle

is always in receiving mode.

The tests were conducted on an eight mile HOV lane on I-15 in San Diego.

Both vehicles were accelerated under manual control to a desired steady state speed

with an approximate separation distance of 30 ft (9.14 meters). At this stage both

vehicles were switched to their respective automatic control modes. The following

vehicle is under complete longitudinal control.

The two different tests performed were as follows:

(1) Test Mode 1: Lead vehicle maintained constant speed (55 mph) (Figures

28a,b,c).

(2) Test 2: Lead vehicle executed a specified acceleration/deceleration profile

(maximum acceleration = 0.05g; maximum deceleration = 0. lg) (Figures 29a,b,c).

In Test 1 the desired separation between the cars was set to be 30 ft (9.14

meters). The control system compensated for any initial condition mismatches and

reached a steady state after approximately 5 seconds of test time. Range deviations
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were generally kept within 0.5 meters of the desired value during the entire maneu-

ver.

Test 2 was conducted with similar initial conditions. In general, the tracking

was good, with range deviations of less than one meter during the maneuver. The

velocity of the following car was very close to the desired velocity profile of the

leading vehicle.
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Figure 28: Two car platoon results for Test 1.
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Figure 29: Two car results for Test 2.
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6.3.2. Four Car Platoon Testing

During the second phase of testing four vehicles were used. The lead vehicle

was again manually driven while the following vehicles were under automatic lon-

gitudinal control. All drivers were responsible for lateral control of their respective

vehicles. In four-car platoon testing, each vehicle alternates between transmission

and reception modes.

The four-car platoon tests were conducted on the HOV lane on I-15 in San

Diego. As in the two-car case, all vehicles were accelerated under manual control to

a specified velocity, at which point each switched to automatic mode. Desired sepa-

ration distances ranged between 30 and 70 feet. Results for a constant and variable

lead vehicle velocity profile are shown in figures 31 and 32, respectively. Range

deviation for the constant velocity tests as well as the variable velocity tests were

typically less than 1 meter.
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Figure 30~: Four car platoon accelerations: Constant velocity profile.
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Figure 3 la: Four car platoon estimated range deviation: Variable velocity profile.
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Figure 3 lc: Four car platoon accelerations: Variable velocity profile.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions

Simulation results have shown that longitudinal controllers based on the non-

linear techniques, sliding controls and/or Input-Output Linearization, can be used in

a multiple vehicle following configuration. The spacing based controllers can also

eliminate amplification of successive spacing errors from the platoon control prob-

lem. It was shown, however, that the constant headway controllers did not satisfac-

torily solve the control task. These controllers resulted in larger control action and

consequently deteriorated ride quality, as compared to the spacing-based con-

trollers.

The successful operation of the IPCS demonstrated the feasibility of using cur-

rent technology for this application. It must be noted that this implementation was

conducted using four vehicles. For larger platoon sizes, it remains to be seen if sim-

ulation results are correct in predicting that platoon-stability will be maintained.
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There are several improvements being made in the IPCS. The radar system is

being replaced by VORAD Safety Systems Inc. with a digital radar system. The

radar range measurements will be improved in accuracy and in the capability to pro-

vide reliable separation distances at low closing rates.

Four car platoon testing will be continue as part of the next phase of these

experiments. At that time the IPCS will be utilizing the improved system units.

Also, as part of the next phase of experimental testing, the use of brake control

under moderate as well as emergency situations will be investigated. Due to the

inadequacy of the current pneumatic brake actuation system it is being replaced by a

hydraulic brake actuation system.
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